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a b s t r a c t
This paper presents an algorithm for convex polygon decomposition around a given set of
locations. Given an n-vertex convex polygon P and a set X of k points positioned arbitrarily
inside P , the task is to divide P into k equal-area convex parts, each containing exactly one
point of X . The algorithm runs in time O(kn+ k2 log k).
© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction
Motivation. Consider a collection X of k points inside a convex polygon P . We are interested in designing an algorithm for
partitioning the polygon into k subregions with one point in each subregion. The problem of subdividing a given polygon in
the plane has been studied extensively, and several variants of it have been examined. In our version of the problem, it is
required that the resulting subregions be convex and of equal size. How can such a subdivision be achieved?
This problem is straightforward if the parts are allowed to differ in size. Even the problem of partitioning P into k equal-
area parts around the points of X is easy if the parts are allowed to be non-convex. The task becomes harder, however, if it
is required also that the parts be convex.
The resulting geometric problem is formally defined as follows. The input to the problem is a k-configuration 〈P, X〉
consisting of a convex polygon P with n vertices and a set of k points X = {x1, . . . , xk} in P . Let S be the area of the polygon
P , and let σ = S/k. The task is to find a subdivision of 〈P, X〉 into k equal-area 1-configurations 〈Pi, {xi}〉, referred to also as
atomic configurations, namely, k equal-area convex subregions {P1, . . . , Pk} around the k points.
More precisely, for each i = 1, . . . , k,
1. the area of Pi is exactly σ ,
2. xi ∈ Pi, and
3. Pi is convex.
We call this kind of subdivision, depicted in Fig. 1, a locus-based convex subdivision of 〈P, X〉. Note that the definition allows
points to appear on the boundaries of the subdivision.
In general, the requirement that the parts be convex cannot be achieved in case P is a concave polygon. This is clearly
evident for k = 1, though examples can be constructed for any k ≥ 1, of a polygon that cannot be divided into k or fewer
convex subregions. In fact, a priori it is not clear that a locus-based convex subdivision exists for every k-configuration 〈P, X〉
evenwhen P is convex. In particular, its existence can be derived from the ham sandwich theorem [10,15] for k values that are
powers of 2 (i.e., k = 2s for integral s) by recursive ham sandwich cuts, but not for other k values. Moreover, a closely related
area concerns equitable subdivisions of the plane. The main existential result proved here (albeit not its algorithmic aspects)
can possibly be derived from the Equitable Subdivision Theorem [9,14,7], which states that for integers r ≥ 1, b ≥ 1 and k ≥ 2,
if the set R contains rk red points and the set B contains bk blue points, then there exists a subdivision X1 ∪ X2 · · · ∪ Xk of the
plane into k disjoint convex polygons such that every Xi contains exactly r red points and b blue points. That problem can
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Fig. 1. A locus-based convex subdivision.
be viewed as a discrete version of the problem addressed in this paper (where the set of red points is replaced by an infinite
continuous set of points, namely, the polygon P). Therefore it may be possible to adapt the proof of the Equitable Subdivision
Theorem into an existential proof for our problem. Similarly to themethod presented here, the solutions developed for those
problems rely on a divide and conquer technique. Thus our main contribution is in presenting a polynomial time algorithm
for the problem.
Our results. In this paperweprove that any configuration 〈P, X〉 enjoys a locus-based convex subdivision;more importantly,
we present an O(kn+ k2 log k) time algorithm for computing such a subdivision.
We do not concentrate our discussion on specific families of configurations, although it is evident that the subdivision
can be foundmore efficiently in certain simple point configurations. In particular, one can obtain a convex subdivisionmore
efficiently if all points lie on a single line. It is possible that in such simpler cases, theoretical lower bounds on the complexity
of the problem may be attainable. This however is beyond the scope of this work.
An interesting direction for futurework is a setting inwhich one considers additional optimization criteria, such as finding
a subdivision in which the points are as centered as possible in their prescribed regions. Another possible optimization
criterion is the total length of the boundary of the subdivision.
The solutionwe provide is recursive. In each stage a large polygon is divided into a number of smaller convex parts, which
are balanced, in the sense that the ratio between the number of points and the area in each part is the same. Each part is
further divided recursively. More formally, a µ-split of the k-configuration 〈P, X〉 for X = {x1, . . . , xk} and integer µ is a
subdivision of 〈P, X〉 into µ ≥ 2 smaller configurations 〈Pj, Xj〉 for j = 1, .., µ, namely, a subdivision of P into µ convex
subregions P1, .., Pµ and a corresponding partition of X into X1, .., Xµ of cardinalities k1, . . . , kµ respectively, such that for
every 1 ≤ j ≤ µ,
1. the area of Pj is kj · σ , and
2. the points of Xj are in Pj.
Our algorithm is based on recursively constructing a µ-split, for µ ≥ 2, for each obtained configuration, until reaching
1-configurations. The method consists of two main parts. The first component tries to achieve a 2-split, i.e., a division of P
into two convex balanced regions. If this fails, then the second component applies a technique for achieving a 3-split or a
4-split, i.e., dividing P into three or four convex balanced regions simultaneously.
We also show that our algorithm can be extended to handle a 3-dimensional version of the problem as well. Another
extension of our algorithm which is not described here is a decomposition for a general continuous distribution over P ,
namely, given a continuous distribution density function δ : P → R, find a decomposition into k convex subregions
P1, . . . , Pk with δ(Pi) = 1/k for every i.
The following section is devoted to basic definitions, facts and techniques utilized by the algorithm. This section also
describes the first component of the algorithm, which attempts to compute a 2-split. Section 3 deals with configurations
that do not admit a 2-split by the first component of our algorithm. In this case, the solution proposed computes a µ-split
forµ ≤ 4. Section 4 summarizes the algorithm and provides a complexity analysis. Section 5 outlines a simple extension of
the algorithm to a 3-dimensional version of the problem.
Related work. A result similar to ours was obtained independently (and at about the same time) in [11], using similar
methods and with a bound of O(k(k+ n) log(k+ n)) on the time complexity. The method developed in [11] utilizes similar
techniques to those described in this paper. In particular, in both cases the solution is recursive, and it follows a case analysis
for splitting the problem into a constant number of smaller sub-problems. The difference in the running time is due to the
assumption made in this paper, that the vertices of the polygon are given in sorted order.
A number of related problems were studied in the field of computational geometry. In particular, algorithms for polygon
decomposition under different constraints were developed (cf. [12]). The problem of decomposing a simple polygon into k
subregions of pre-specified areas, with the constraint that each subregion has to contain one of k distinguished points on its
boundary, was studied in [13]. Here, we solve a somewhat similar but different problem. Our problem applies to a convex
polygon, and includes the additional constraint that every subregion has to be convex as well. Also, our problem allows
points to fall in the interior of the polygon. Another algorithm for a different polygon decomposition problem, referred to
as the area partitioning problem, where a simple polygon has to be decomposed into k subregions of pre-specified areas, is
presented in [5]. An approximation algorithm for supplying a polygonal demand region by a set of stationary facilities in a
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Fig. 2. A slice.
Fig. 3. Rotating P by θ degrees, in the proof of Lemma 2.1.
load-balanced way is presented in [3]. The cost function discussed is based on the distances between the facilities and their
designated regions. Problems related to equitable subdivisions have also been studied in [1,2,4,6,8].
2. Preliminaries
2.1. Basic definitions
Let us start with common notation and some definitions to be used later on. For a point x0 inside P and another point x1,
denote the directed ray originating at x0 and passing through x1 by
−−→x0, x1. We use directed rays instead of lines in order to
clearly distinguish one side as the left side of the line (namely, the side to our left when standing at x0 and facing x1) and the
other as the right side.
Let x be a point inside P and y1, y2 be two points on the boundary of P . Let ρ1 = −−→x, y1 and ρ2 = −−→x, y2. The slice defined by
ρ1 and ρ2, denoted by Slice(ρ1, ρ2), is the portion of P enclosed between ρ1, ρ2 and the boundary of P , counterclockwise to
ρ1. (See Fig. 2.)
Let P ′ be a subregion of P and ρ = −→x, y be a ray inside P . We use the following notation.
• Area(P ′) denotes the area inside P ′.
• Points(P ′) denotes the number of points inside P ′ including on the boundary.
• Points(P ′) denotes the number of points strictly inside P ′.
• Points(ρ) denotes the number of points on ρ (between x and y).
• Excess(P ′) = Area(P ′)− σ · Points(P ′).
• Excess(P ′) = Area(P ′)− σ · Points(P ′).
We say the region P ′ is balanced if Excess(P ′) = 0, dense if Excess(P ′) < 0 and sparse if Excess(P ′) > 0.
2.2. Dividing lines
This subsection explains the notion of a dividing line and establishes a couple of its properties. The following lemma and
corollary establish the fact that a 2-configuration can always be 2-split using a single separating straight line. This provides
the base of our inductive proof for the existence of a locus-based convex subdivision for any k-configuration.
Lemma 2.1. For a given polygon P and X = {x1, x2}, there exists a straight line ` that divides P into two equal-area subregions,
with one point in each subregion.
Proof. Let s = x1, x2 be the line segment that connects the two points, and let p be a point on it. Let ¯` be the horizontal line
that goes through p. Define the function f : [0, pi] → R as
f (θ) = area of P under ¯` after rotating P by an angle of θ around p.
Clearly, f is a continuous function. Furthermore, f (pi) = S − f (0). If f (0) = S/2 then we are done with ` = ¯` . Now assume
without loss of generality that f (0) < S/2. This means that f (pi) > S/2. Since f is continuous, by the Mean Value theorem,
there exists an angle θˆ ∈ [0, pi] such that f (θˆ) = S/2. Due to the choice of p, we are guaranteed that the points x1 and x2
are not on the same side of the appropriate line. (See Fig. 3). 
Corollary 2.2. Every 2-configuration has a locus-based convex subdivision.
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Fig. 4. A dividing line.
Fig. 5. Bad example where no dividing line exists.
We proceed with the following basic definition.
Definition. A line l that intersects P is called a dividing line if it does not go through any point of X , and the two resulting
parts of P are both balanced. (See Fig. 4.)
A dividing line clearly yields a 2-split of the configuration. Therefore, finding a dividing line is a natural approach for
establishing a recursive solution to the problem. Our algorithm always attempts first to find a dividing line that will satisfy
the inductive step. Unfortunately, the existence of a dividing line is not always guaranteed, as illustrated by the following
example.
Example. Consider a 3-configuration 〈P, X〉where P is a square of area S and the three points X = {x1, x2, x3} are positioned
densely around the center of the square. A dividing line should thus separate one point from the other two, so the areas of
the respective parts should be σ and 2σ for σ = S/3.
The location of the points dictates, however, that any dividing line will necessarily pass close to the square center. The
area on both sides of the dividing line can bemade arbitrarily close to 1.5σ = S/2 by positioning the points arbitrarily close
to the center.
It follows that a dividing line does not exist in this case (Fig. 5(a)). Hence such configurations require a different approach,
such as dividing the polygon into convex subregions as in Fig. 5(b).
2.3. Vertical scans and hull scans
This section discusses some standard techniques in computational geometry that are necessary for the discussion to
follow. For a thorough treatment of topics such as vertical scans and other sweep line procedures we refer the reader to [12].
As established in this subsection, certain configurations 〈P, X〉 are actually guaranteed to have a dividing line.We consider
a vertical scan procedure. Intuitively, a scan of a planar region is the process of sweeping a straight line over the region in
a continuous fashion, scanning the region as it progresses. Formally, one can define a scan of a planar region as a pair 〈L, S〉
such that L is a set of straight lines in the plane and S : [a, b] → L is a continuous progress function, which associates with
each t ∈ [a, b] a unique line S(t) ∈ L. Intuitively, S defines the continuous path a scan line traverses from the initial scan
line S(a) until the final scan line S(b). A value functionψ : L→ R assigns every line l ∈ L a real valueψ(l). We use the value
function to measure some quantity during a scan. More formally, let 〈L, S〉 be a scan and let ψ : L→ R be a value function.
We define a combined scan function ϕ : [a, b] → R as
ϕ(t) = ψ(S(t)).
We use various scan procedures throughout the algorithm. We will usually not be so formal in our definition of the specific
scans. In particular, we may define the composite scan function ϕ in a single step.
Note that in practice, scans are implemented as discrete processes, sampling only a specific predefined finite set of event
points corresponding to line positions along the sweep process. The scan line does not move continuously, but rather jumps
from one event point to the next. For example, in a scan of a polygon, the event points will usually consist of the set of
vertices of the polygon.
In this section we define two types of scans of the k-configuration 〈P, X〉, namely, the vertical scan and the hull scan. See
Figs. 6(a) and 6(c). A polar scan around a fixed point x (see Fig. 6(b)) is defined in Section 3.2.




Fig. 6. (a) A vertical scan. (b) A polar scan around x. (c) A hull scan around x1 and x2 .
Fig. 7. Either P1 = Left(x1) or P2 = Right(xk) have to be larger than σ .
Vertical scan: Let L be the set of vertical lines (lines of the form x = xˆ), and let Left(xˆ) (respectively, Right(xˆ)) denote the
region inside P to the left (respectively, right) of the vertical line x = xˆ. Let xˆl and xˆr be the x-coordinates of the leftmost and
the rightmost points inside P , respectively.
Define the progress function S : [xˆl, xˆr ] → R as
S(t) = the vertical line (x = t).
We use the following scan function ϕ : [xˆl, xˆr ] → R
ϕ(t) = Excess(Left(t)).
Lemma 2.3. Let X = {x1, . . . , xk} be ordered by increasing x-coordinates, and assume a dividing line does not exist for 〈P, X〉.
Then one of the following must be true:
1. Area(Left(x1)) > σ .
2. Area(Right(xk)) > σ .
Proof. Let x¯1, . . . , x¯k be the x-coordinates of x1, . . . , xk, respectively. Assume, toward contradiction, that both statements
are false, i.e., Area(Left(x1)) < σ and Area(Right(xk)) < σ (as clearly, equality yields a dividing line) (Fig. 7). We claim
that in this case there exists some x¯ ∈ [x¯1, x¯k] such that the vertical line x = x¯ is a dividing line. To see this, note that ϕ
is continuous and monotonically increasing in every open interval (x¯i, ¯xi+1) for i = 1, .., k − 1. Furthermore, if statement
1 is false, then ϕ(x¯1 + ) < 0 for sufficiently small , and if statement 2 is false then ϕ(x¯k) > 0. Notice that the jumps in
the function ϕ (which occur only at coordinates x¯i) are always to a lower value. Therefore, there exists an index i such that
ϕ(x¯i) < 0 and ϕ( ¯xi+1) > 0. Therefore, by the Mean Value theorem, there exists some x¯ ∈ (x¯i, ¯xi+1) such that ϕ(x¯) = 0,
implying that x = x¯ is a dividing line; a contradiction. 
Corollary 2.4. If Area(Left(x1)) ≤ σ and Area(Right(xk)) ≤ σ , then a dividing line (and hence a 2-split) exists for the
configuration 〈P, X〉.
Denote by x(l) the x-coordinate of the vertical line l. By the definition of a dividing line, if the line l partitions P into
two regions, Left(x(l)) and P \ Left(x(l)), then ϕ(l) = Excess(Left(x(l))) = 0 means that l is a dividing line. Plotting the
function ϕ as the line l moves from left to right, we observe that it is composed of continuous monotonically increasing
segments and ‘‘jumps’’ to a lower value. The jumps occur whenever the scan line hits a point of X . A dividing line l satisfies
ϕ(l) = Excess(Left(x(l))) = 0 if l does not contain a point. A dividing line can also occur when l reaches a point. In this case
either Excess(Left(x(l))) = 0 or Excess(Left(x(l))) = 0 holds. This means that a crossing of the zero value can either happen
in the continuous part, creating a dividing line, or on a point where ϕ jumps from a positive value to a negative one, which
means the scan did not cross a dividing line. If on a jump the value of ϕ jumps to ϕ(l) = −1, then l is a dividing line as well.
We elaborate on handling the latter case in Section 2.4.
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Fig. 8. The convex hull CH(X) and the region Out(l).
Fig. 9. A compact configuration.
This result can actually be generalized to any continuous scanning procedure of the (not necessarily convex) region.
(Section 3.2 describes a polar scan of the polygon P .)
We next describe a different kind of scanning procedure, that involves the convex hull of the set of points inside P .
Definition. A tangent to a convex region C is a straight line that intersects C in exactly one point. An edge line of a convex
region C is a line that contains an edge of C .
Let CH(X) denote the convex hull of the set X = {x1, . . . , xk}. Assume without loss of generality that x1, . . . , xs are the
points on CH(X) in clockwise order, and let l be a tangent to CH(X) that intersects it at x1. The polygon P is divided by l into
two regions, one of which contains the entire CH(X). Let Out(l) be the other region. (See Fig. 8.)
We consider the following scanning procedure.
Hull scan: Start rotating l around x1 in the counterclockwise direction until it reaches x2. Now continue rotating the line
around x2 until it reaches x3, and so on. The scan ends when it completes a wrap around the convex hull (i.e., once it reaches
the original tangent l). We refer to the (infinitely many) lines obtained along this process as the scan lines of X , and denote
the set of scan lines by SL(X). Note that SL(X) consists of precisely the tangents and edge lines of CH(X). (See Fig. 6(c).)
For convenience, we assume that initially the configuration is rotated so that the original tangent l is aligned with
the x-axis, and every other line reached during the process is represented by the angle it forms with l. Due to the cyclic
nature of the process and the fact that we end up with l, the entire process can be represented by the progress function
S : [0, 2pi ] → SL(X), with
S(θ) = the scan line that forms an angle of θ with l
and taking the scan function to be
ϕ(θ) = Area(Out(S(θ))).
Note that S(θ) is a tangent to some point for every θ ∈ [0, pi], except for the passages from one point to the other, where
S(θ) is an edge line. Furthermore, Points(Out(S(θ))) = 0 for every θ ∈ [0, 2pi ]. Most importantly, the scanning procedure
is again continuous, in the sense that Area(Out(S(θ))) is a continuous function. This implies the following straightforward
lemma.
Lemma 2.5. If Area(Out(S(α1))) ≤ σ and Area(Out(S(α2))) ≥ σ for some α1, α2 ∈ [0, 2pi ], then the configuration has a
dividing line.
Proof. Assume without loss of generality that α1 ≤ α2. Since Area(Out(S(θ))) is a continuous function, by the mean value
theorem there exists some β ∈ [α1, α2] such that Area(Out(S(β))) = σ . Since Points(Out(S(θ))) = 0 and the line S(β)
contains at least one point, we can assign Out(S(β)) to this point. Both new regions are convex, since they were obtained
by dividing a convex region with a straight line. We conclude that S(β) is a dividing line. 
Combining Corollary 2.4 and Lemma 2.5 leads to the following characterization: A configuration 〈P, X〉 is called compact
iff Area(Out(l)) > σ for every tangent or edge line l of CH(X). (See Fig. 9.)
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Excess(Left(I))
Fig. 10. A jump occurring at a semi-dividing line.
Lemma 2.6. If 〈P, X〉 is a non-compact configuration then a dividing line (and hence a 2-split) exists.
Proof. By assumption, there is a scan line l of CH(X) such that Area(Out(l)) ≤ σ . The proof is divided into two cases. First
assume that there also exists a scan line lˆ such that Area(Out(lˆ)) ≥ σ . In this case, Lemma 2.5 guarantees that a hull scan
will find a dividing line. Now suppose that Area(Out(lˆ)) ≤ σ for every scan line lˆ. In this case, a vertical scan starting from l
is guaranteed to find a dividing line, by Corollary 2.4. 
The more complex case is, therefore, that of a compact configuration, where the convex hull of the set of points is ‘too
far ’ from the boundary of the polygon P . This is exactly the case of the example from Section 2.2, in which no dividing line
exists. In this case, the recursive solution should try to achieve aµ-split forµ > 2, i.e., divide the problem into three or more
smaller sub-problems.
2.4. The function Excess and semi-dividing lines
In this section we focus on the function Excess and its properties on compact configurations. As shown in the previous
subsection, one cannot always expect to find a dividing line. Nevertheless, we would like to follow a vertical scan procedure
on P from left to right, as defined in Section 2.3. Since the configuration is compact, ϕ will reach a value higher than σ before
reaching x1, the first point of X . In addition, just after passing the last point, xn, ϕ will reach a value smaller than−σ .
This means that during the scan, ϕ must cross zero somewhere in between. If the crossing occurs in a continuous part of
ϕ, then it yields a dividing line. The problematic case is when the crossing occurs on a ‘‘jump", namely, the crossing line lˆ
goes through some point xi ∈ X and satisfies 0 < ϕ(xˆ(l)) = Excess(Left(xˆ(l))) < σ . Such lines, called semi-dividing lines,
will be useful in a later stage of the algorithm. (See Fig. 10.)
Example. Let us return to our example from Section 2.2, consisting of a square and three points positioned closely around
the center of the square. In this case, any line that passes between the points is a semi-dividing line. Consider one such line.
Let P1 be the side with one point, and P2 the side with the other two points. Since all points are so close to the middle, we
have that Area(P1) ≈ Area(P2) ≈ 1.5σ . This means that Excess(P1) ≈ −0.5σ and Excess(P2) ≈ 0.5σ . Therefore, this is a
semi-dividing line.
Note that we may want to consider polar scan procedures (where the scan line rotates around some point, instead of
moving in some fixed direction) as well as vertical scans. The same definitions apply to both kinds.
The following section deals solely with compact configurations, and describes a way to achieve a µ-split of the
configuration for µ ≥ 2.
3. A solution for compact configurations
3.1. Solution strategy
In this section we describe an algorithmic way to handle the inductive step in the case of a compact configuration. The
first step is to choose a vertex x of the convex hull CH(X). For concreteness, choose the one with the lowest y-coordinate.
Let El and Er be the two edges of CH(X) incident to x. Assume without loss of generality that El is to the left of x and Er is to
its right. The straight lines containing El and Er intersect the boundary of P at four points, p1, p2, p3, p4, in polar order on P .
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Fig. 11. The sectors LeftSlice,MidSlice and RightSlice.
Define three sectors around x (see Fig. 11):
LeftSlice = Slice(−−→x, p1,−−→x, p2),
MidSlice = Slice(−−→x, p2,−−→x, p3),
RightSlice = Slice(−−→x, p3,−−→x, p4).
The following fact is straightforward.
Fact 3.1. Points(LeftSlice) = Points(MidSlice) = Points(RightSlice) = 0.
Furthermore, since the configuration is compact, the following must hold.
Fact 3.2. (1) Area(LeftSlice)+ Area(MidSlice) > σ ,
(2) Area(MidSlice)+ Area(RightSlice) > σ .
However, we cannot assume anything about the individual areas of LeftSlice,MidSlice and RightSlice. The actual amount
of area in each individual part affects the way the polygon is divided and the inductive step is completed.
We now classify the space of possible compact configurations into eight cases, (s1, s2, s3), where s1 = ‘+ ’ if
Area(LeftSlice) ≥ σ and s1 = ‘− ’ otherwise, and similarly for s2 and s3with respect toMidSlice and RightSlice respectively.
For example, (+,+,−) represents the case where Area(LeftSlice) ≥ σ , Area(MidSlice) ≥ σ and Area(RightSlice) < σ .
Noticing the symmetry between LeftSlice and RightSlice, it follows that the case (+,+,−) is equivalent to (−,+,+), and
(+,−,−) is equivalent to (−,−,+). Therefore, we actually have only six different scenarios to analyze. The major part of
our analysis involves showing how aµ-split can be obtained for these six cases. This is achieved in the following subsections,
each of which describes the construction of a µ-split for some subset of the six cases. As a result we get the following.
Lemma 3.3. Every compact configuration has a µ-split for µ ≥ 2.
Combining Lemmas 2.6 and 3.3 and the complexity analysis in Section 4 yields our main theorem.
Theorem 3.4. Every configuration has a locus-based convex subdivision, constructible in polynomial time.
3.2. Polar scans
Before starting with the analysis of the different cases, we describe another necessary tool, namely, the polar scan.
Clockwise polar scan around the point x: Let L be the collection of all straight lines that intersect the point x. Fix l0 ∈ L and let
lθ be the line obtained by rotating l0 clockwise around x by θ degrees. The progress function S : [0, θe] → R of a polar scan
is defined for some θe > 0 as
S(θ) = lθ .
In other words, the scan rotates the line l0 clockwise until it reaches the line lθe . (See Fig. 6(b).)
The counterclockwise polar scan around the point x is defined similarly, except for the direction in which the line l0 is
rotated.
Next wewould like to consistently name one intersection of every scan line with P as the ‘Top’ intersection. Let Top(l0) be
the intersection of l0 with the boundary of P that is of larger y-coordinate. If l0 is horizontal, then Top(l0) is the intersection
with the larger x-coordinate. For every other line lθ in the scan, the definition of Top(lθ ) preserves the continuity of the path
p(θ) = Top(lθ ). In particular, when the scan line passes the horizontal line that contains x for the first time, Top(lθ ) becomes
the intersection of lθ with P ’s boundary, that is of lowest y-coordinate.
We can now define Left(l) (respectively, Right(l)) for a scan line l in a polar scan to be the part of P that is to the left
(respectively, right) of lwhen standing at x and facing Top(l). Let the scan function ϕ : [0, θe] → R be defined as
ϕ(θ) = Excess(Left(lθ )).
To emphasize the difference between a polar scan and a hull scan, let El and Er be the left and right edges of CH(X)
incident to x. A polar scan around s between El and Er is a rotation of the line containing El clockwise, until Er is reached.
Note that every scan line in the process intersects CH(X). In contrast, a hull scan around x starts with the line containing Er
and rotates it clockwise until El is reached. Note that every scan line in the process intersects CH(X) only at the rotation axis
x. This difference is illustrated in Figs. 6(b) and (c).
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Fig. 12. (a) The definition of NeighSlice(S, cw,+x4), NeighSlice(S, cc,+xk−1), cw(S) and cc(S). (b) The slices NeighSlice(S, cw, A = a) and
NeighSlice(S, cc, A = a) have area A.
The following lemma guarantees that under conditions similar to those in Corollary 2.4, a dividing line will be found
in a polar scan around p in case p is a vertex of the polygon P . In fact, the lemma holds even for non-convex polygons, so
long as the polygon is completely visible from p (i.e., for every point q ∈ P , there is a straight line connecting p and q, that
is completely contained in P). This fact will be useful in the analysis to follow, e.g. the proof in Section 3.3.2 relies on this
lemma.
Lemma 3.5. Let 〈S, L〉 be a clockwise polar scan around a vertex p of P, which scans every point in P (every point is touched by
some scan line). Let {x1, . . . , xk} be the order in which the points in X intersect the scan lines. Denote by lθ1 and lθ2 the first scan
lines that intersect x1 and xk, respectively. Assume that both Area(Left(lθ1)) < σ and Area(Right(lθ2)) < σ . Then a dividing line
will be found in the scan.
We omit the proof of Lemma 3.5, since it is based on ideas similar to those in the proof of Lemma 2.3.
For convenience we enumerate the points in X \ {x} in clockwise polar order around x, starting with the point that sits on
the edge El (exactly to the left of x). Let x1, x2, . . . , xk−1 be the enumeration. If two points appear on the same ray originating
at x, then we order them according to their distance from x, the closer one first. Hereafter, we denote prefixes of the set X
in this polar order by
Xm = {x1, x2, . . . , xm}.
According to this notation, Sl contains exactly the set of points Xt for some t > 0.
To simplify the analysis we provide the following definitions (illustrated in Fig. 12).
Definition. Let S be a slice of P centered at x. S is separated from P \ S by two rays centered at x. Denote by cw(S) the ray
that P \ S is on its clockwise side. Denote by cc(S) the other ray. In particular, this means that S satisfies
S = Slice(cw(S), cc(S)).
Definition. Let S be a slice of P centered at x and containing the points xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m (in particular, Points(S) ⊂
{xi, xi+1, . . . , xi+m}). Denote by NeighSlice(S, cw,+xi+m+1) the slice scanned when cw(S) is rotated clockwise around x
until it hits xi+m+1. Similarly, denote by NeighSlice(S, cc,+xi−1) the slice scanned when cc(S) is rotated counterclockwise
around x until it hits xi−1.
Notice that according to this definition, NeighSlice(S, cw,+xi+m+1) is empty if cw(S) contains xi+m+1, and
NeighSlice(S, cc,+xi−1) is empty if cc(S) contains xi−1.
Definition. Let S be a slice of P and let 0 ≤ t ≤ Area(P) be a real number. The slice NeighSlice(S, cw, A = t) is obtained
by rotating cw(S) clockwise until area t was scanned. The slice NeighSlice(S, cc, A = t) is obtained by rotating cc(S)
counterclockwise until area t was scanned.
Definition. Let S be a slice centered at x. The pair 〈S, Xm〉 is said to be anm balanced left slice pair (orm-BLS for short) if
(1) Points(S) ⊂ Xm ⊂ Points(S),
(2) S is convex and balancedwhen it is assigned the set of points Xm,
(3) cc(S) ⊂ MidSlice, and
(4) cc(S) 6= cc(MidSlice); cc(S) 6= cw(MidSlice).
Statements (2) and (3) in the definition of m-BLS pairs imply that every m-BLS slice S intersects MidSlice, but does not
containMidSlice. Fig. 13 visualizes this definition.
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Fig. 13. P¯ is the shaded area. 〈P¯, Xm〉 is anm-BLS pair. Notice that cc(P¯) is strictly contained inMidSlice, and cw(P¯) contains a point outside of Xm , namely,
xm+1 . Area(P¯) = m · σ .
Fig. 14. Decomposition into three convex parts. Sl and Sr are contained in LeftSlice ∪MidSlice ∪ RightSlice.
3.3. Case analysis
3.3.1. Solving cases (+,+,+) and (+,−,+):
In both the (+,+,+) and (+,−,+) cases, the left and right slices are larger than σ . This fact can be used to achieve a
3-split. Start by performing a polar scan procedure around x. The first scan line is aligned with El and the procedure ends
before reaching Er . Throughout the procedure, x is not assigned to either part of P . The effect of this is that we have an overall
excess of σ in area. If the scan finds a dividing line, hence a 2-split, then we are done by Section 2.4. Otherwise, the polar
scan finds semi-dividing line, lˆ. Let Left(lˆ) and Right(lˆ) be the regions to the left and right of lˆ, respectively (see Fig. 14). Due
to the excess area in the scan procedure, we have
0 < Excess(Left(lˆ)) < σ,
0 < Excess(Right(lˆ)) < σ,
Excess(Left(lˆ))+ Excess(Right(lˆ)) = σ .
Clearly, lˆ has to pass insideMidSlice (since it intersects CH(X)). Since bothArea(LeftSlice) ≥ σ andArea(RightSlice) ≥ σ ,
we can peel off the excess area from Left(lˆ) and Right(lˆ) by removing a slice of the appropriate size from each. The two slices,
denoted Sl and Sr respectively, will form a convex region of area σ , that will be assigned to x. More formally, Let pm be the
point of intersection between lˆ and the boundary of P insideMidSlice (see Fig. 14). Let pl and pr be the points on the boundary
of P defining Sl and Sr , namely, such that Sl = Slice(−→x, pl,−−→x, pm) and Sr = Slice(−−→x, pm,−−→x, pr), and the two slices satisfy
Area(Sl) = Excess(Left(lˆ)),
Area(Sr) = Excess(Right(lˆ)).
Clearly, removing Sl and Sr from Left(lˆ) and Right(lˆ), respectively, will create three balanced regions, P1 = Left(lˆ) \ Sl,
P2 = Right(lˆ) \ Sr and P3 = Sl ∪ Sr with Area(P1) = qσ , Area(P2) = (k− q− 1)σ , Area(P3) = σ , for some 0 < q < k− 2.
Since Area(LeftSlice) ≥ σ and Area(RightSlice) ≥ σ we are guaranteed that Sl and Sr do not touch CH(X), except for the
point x, and therefore P3 does not contain other points. Finally, P3 is convex since the configuration is compact. (so if Sl ∪ Sr
was concave, then the tangent line containing−−→x, pr would have area less than σ on the smaller side, thus contradicting the
compactness assumption.) Fig. 14 depicts the decomposition.
In conclusion, in this case we obtain a 3-split.
3.3.2. Solving case (−,−,−)
Unlike the solution in the previous section, in this case we assign a region for x as the first step. This region consists of
the entireMidSlice, but since Area(MidSlice) < σ , we have to add a segment from LeftSlice.
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Fig. 15. Illustration of case (−,−,−).
Fig. 16. The points q and x are assigned to P1 and P2 respectively. The area of LeftSlice andMidSlice together is smaller than 2σ . Therefore, the region P1∪P2
is concave.
The part to be added toMidSlicewill be separated by a ray
−→
x, pˆ, where pˆ is a point on the boundary of P inside LeftSlice .
We will not assign LeftSlice entirely, though, since Area(MidSlice)+ Area(LeftSlice) > σ (as the configuration is compact).
The region assigned to x, denoted P1, is clearly convex. (See Fig. 15.)
The remaining region, P \ P1, is clearly concave, thus has to be divided as well. To do this, we perform a polar scan
procedure around x. The first and last scan lines will form the borders between P1 and P \ P1. Since Area(RightSlice) < σ
and Area(LeftSlice) < σ , the area scanned before the first point and the area scanned after the last point are both smaller
than σ . Lemma 3.5 yields that a dividing line exists in this case, thus it will be found by the scan. Note that any dividing
line passes inside CH(X). Therefore, it passes inside MidSlice, which is contained completely in P1. In conclusion, all three
resulting regions are convex, hence a 3-split is obtained.
3.3.3. Solving case (−,−,+)
Let q be the point on the vertex of CH(X), immediately to the left of x. The point q occurs on the edge of LeftSlice. We start
by assigning q the entire LeftSlice. Since Area(LeftSlice) < σ , this area is too small, and we add another slice fromMidSlice,
much in the same way we added a slice of LeftSlice in the previous section, using a ray
−→
x, p¯ (See Fig. 16). Again, we do not
assignMidSlice entirely since Area(MidSlice)+ Area(LeftSlice) > σ .
Next we assign x the remaining part ofMidSlice. It is clearly too small, asMidSlice itself is too small. Therefore, we add
a slice from RightSlice, again using a ray
−→
x, pˆ. Since Area(RightSlice) ≥ σ , we do not need all of RightSlice, and certainly do
not cut a piece of CH(X).
Clearly, the two regions assigned to q and x are convex. Their union, however, is concave, thus, due to the shape of the
union of the two regions, the remaining part is convex. Again, we obtained a 3-split of P (see Fig. 16).
3.3.4. Solving cases (−,+,+) and (−,+,−)
These cases are the most involved ones. Quite like in the cases of (+,+,+) and (+,−,+) from Section 3.3.1, we begin
with a polar scan around x. Again, if a dividing line is found then we are done. Otherwise, we will find a semi-dividing
line lˆ. Unlike the cases in Section 3.3.1, though, it is not guaranteed that we can cut off a slice for x on the left. Since
Area(LeftSlice) < σ , it might be too small to provide the necessary adjustment.
In such a case we find a point p0 on the boundary of P , outside of LeftSlice, such that the area enclosed by ρ0 = −−→x, p0 and lˆ
equals Excess(Left(lˆ)). Denote this region by Sl. Next we find a point p1 on the boundary of P such that the area enclosed by lˆ
and−−→x, p1 equals Excess(Right(lˆ)). Denote this slice by Sr . Unfortunately, Sl contains at least one more point, except x. This is
due to the fact it contains an edge of CH(X). We are also guaranteed that Sr is contained inMidSlice, otherwise Sl ∪ Sr would
containMidSlicewhich contradicts the fact that Area(Sl ∪ Sr) = σ and Area(MidSlice) ≥ σ (See Fig. 17.)
We proceed by proving a number of facts about certainm-BLS pairs, from which we derive the algorithm for this case of
the analysis. Start by defining a slice P1 of area σ , that is contained inside LeftSlice ∪ MidSlice. Let P1 be the slice scanned
when rotating cw(LeftSlice) counterclockwise around x until σ area was scanned. Let X1 = {x1}.
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Fig. 17. The light gray slice (Sl) intersects CH(X). Sr is the darker gray slice.
Fig. 18. The slice P1 contains Sr .
Lemma 3.6. 〈P1, X1〉 is 1-BLS, and Sr ⊂ P1.
Proof. P1 is clearly balanced when assigned the single point x1, since it was constructed to have area exactly σ , and x1 ∈ P1
(since x1 sits on cw(LeftSlice)).
To prove that cc(P1) ⊂ MidSlice we use the fact that in both case (−,+,−) and (−,+,+) it is guaranteed that
Area(LeftSlice) < σ and Area(MidSlice) ≥ σ . This means that the scan that defines P1, which starts at cw(LeftSlice),
ends after passing cc(LeftSlice) = cw(MidSlice) (otherwise Area(P1) < σ ) and before reaching cc(MidSlice) (otherwise
Area(P1) > σ ). Therefore, cc(P1) is in between cw(MidSlice) and cc(MidSlice).
Sr is trivially contained in P1 since both cc(Sr) and cw(Sr) are contained in P1. This is true since cw(P1) is contained in Sl,
thus if it rotated counterclockwise until area σ is scanned we pass both cw(Sr) and cc(Sr). Notice that this scan defines P1,
thus cc(Sr) ⊂ P1. (See Fig. 18.) 
Lemma 3.7. Let 〈P¯, Xm〉 be a m-BLS pair such that
(1) P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) is concave, and Points(NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ)) = 0, or,
(2) P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ) is concave, and Points(NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ)) = 0.
Then a 3-split can be obtained from 〈P¯, Xm〉.
Proof. In case (1) holds (see Fig. 19(a)), we obtain the 3-split of P into P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 where
P1 = P¯,
P2 = NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ),
P3 = (P \ (P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ))).
Note that P3 is convex since P1 ∪ P2 is concave.
Similarly, if (2) holds (see Fig. 19(b)), we obtain a 3-split into P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 where
P1 = P¯,
P2 = NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ),
P3 = (P \ (P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ))). 
We can now characterize the remaining cases, not handled by Lemma 3.7, as configurations that satisfy the following
assumption.
Assumption 3.8.
(1) If P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) is concave then NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) contains a point.
(2) If P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ) is concave then NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ) contains a point.
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Fig. 19. (a) Case (1) of Lemma 3.7. (b) Case (2) of Lemma 3.7. In both cases, a 3-split is obtained.
Fig. 20. The two slices neighboring P¯ .
Lemma 3.9. Let 〈P¯, Xm〉 be an m-BLS pair such that Sr ⊂ P¯ . Then one of the following must be true:
1. a µ-split can be obtained from 〈P¯, Xm〉 for µ ∈ {2, 3, 4}, or
2. an (m+ l)-BLS pair 〈Pˆ, Xm+l〉 can be obtained from 〈P¯, Xm〉, for some l > 0, and P¯ ⊂ Pˆ .
Proof. The proof is divided into a number of cases, each handled by separate procedure. Every time a new (l+m)-BLS pair
〈Pˆ, Xˆ〉 is obtained, the new slice Pˆ trivially contains P¯ .
Consider the two slices neighboring P¯ on its two sides up until the next point (see Fig. 20), namely,
Qcw = NeighSlice(P¯, cw,+xm+1),
Qcc = NeighSlice(P¯, cc,+xk−1),
Our case analysis is based on the areas of those two neighboring slices compared to σ .
Case (a): Area(Qcw) = σ or Area(Qcc) = σ .
If Area(Qcw) = σ , then P¯ ∪ Qcw is convex due to Assumption 3.8, thus 〈P¯ ∪ Qcw, Xm+1〉 is an (m+ 1)-BLS pair.
Case (b): Area(Qcc) = σ .
Then P can be 3-split into P = P1 ∪ P2 ∪ P3 where
P1 = P¯, P2 = Qcc, P3 = P \ (P¯ ∪ Qcc).
P3 is guaranteed to be convex since P1 ∪ P2 contains LeftSlice,MidSlice and RightSlice together, thus it is concave.
Case (c): Area(Qcw) < σ and Area(Qcc) < σ .
Start a clockwise polar scan around x inside P\P¯ starting from cw(P¯). The last scan line is cc(P¯). Since bothArea(Qcw) < σ
and Area(Qcc) < σ hold simultaneously, the conditions of Lemma 3.5 are satisfied, thus a dividing line l inside P \ P¯ will
be found. Let PL and PR be the two resulting slices, and let XL and XR be the two respective parts of X \ Xm. Assume that PL
is the part whose common border with P¯ is cw(P¯). Notice that PR ∪ P¯ cannot be convex, since this would mean that PR is
contained inMidSlice, thus its area would be smaller than σ . It follows that PL must be convex.
If both PL and PR are convex (see Fig. 21(a)), then we obtained the 3-split
P = P¯ ∪ PL ∪ PR.
Let t = |XL| > 0, hence Xm+t = Xm ∪ XL. If PR is concave then P¯ ∪ PL is convex and balanced, thus 〈P¯ ∪ PL, Xm+t〉 is am
(m+ t)-BLS pair (see Fig. 21(b)).
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Fig. 21. Case (c). (a) P¯ ∪ PL is concave, thus a 3-split is obtained. (b) P¯ ∪ PL is convex, thus 〈P¯ ∪ PL, Xm+t 〉 is a (m+ t)-BLS pair.
Fig. 22. Subcase (d1). (a) A picture of this setting. By Assumption 3.8, P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = σ) is convex. (b) The line s contains cw(P¯), thus the extra
slice on P¯ ’s side of this line is larger in area than σ . (c) The line s is rotated until it hits cc(P¯). The extra slice on P¯ ’s side of this line is now smaller in area
than σ , since it is contained in Qcw . (d) We conclude that a line sˆ can be found such that the area on P¯ ’s side of sˆ equals σ . Thus sˆ is a dividing line if x is
included in the part that contains P¯ .
Notice that in this case we implicitly assumed that x ∈ XR. This assumption does not hurt the generality of the claim,
since x is a point that intersects every scan line in the scan, thus we are free to choose when it is processed. In particular we
can decide that x is processed only when the last scan line is reached. In this way we can make sure that x is included in XR.
Case (d): Area(Qcw) < σ and Area(Qcc) > σ .
Subcase (d1): P¯ ∪ Qcw is concave.
Let δ = σ − Area(Qcw). Note that 0 < δ < σ . By Assumption 3.8 we know that P¯ ∪NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) is convex,
thus P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = δ), that is contained in P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ), is convex as well (see Fig. 22(a)). Let s
be the line that contains cw(P¯). The region inside P that is on P¯ ’s side of s contains P¯ entirely and an extra slice of area larger
than σ , since this slice containsNeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) (see Fig. 22(b)). Start rotating s clockwise until it hits cc(P¯). Again,
P¯ is completely contained in one side of this line. However, the extra slice on this side of the line is now smaller in area than
σ , since it is contained in Qcw (see Fig. 22(c)). It follows that somewhere in between the two lines there is a line sˆ that splits
P into two parts, one of which contains all of P¯ and an extra area of σ (see Fig. 22(d)). We conclude that sˆ is a dividing line
(when x is assigned to the part that contains P¯), thus a 2-split is obtained.
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Fig. 23. (a) Subcase (d2) where P∗ is concave and has to be subdivided. (b) P∗ is divided into two slices P∗L and P
∗
R such that Area(P
∗
R ) = σ .
Fig. 24. Case (e). (a) P∗ is concave, thus it has to be subdivided. (b) P∗ is divided into two slices, P∗L and P
∗
R .
Subcase (d2): P¯ ∪ Qcw is convex.
Define a slice P∗ that contains P¯ as
P∗ = P¯ ∪ Qcw ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cc, δ).
P∗ is balanced since Area(Qcw) < σ and Area(Qcw) + Area(NeighSlice(P¯, cc, A = δ) = σ by definition. In addition, P∗
contains the extra point xm+1 on the boundary of NeighSlice(P¯, cw,+xm+1).
If P∗ is convex then cc(P∗) is contained inMidSlice. Therefore, 〈P∗, Xm+1〉 is an (m+ 1)-BLS pair.
Assume next that P∗ is concave. In this case we divide P∗ into two convex slices P∗L and P
∗
R , by defining
P∗R = NeighSlice(P \ P∗, cw, A = σ) and P∗L = P∗ \ P∗R .
P∗R is convex since P
∗
R ⊂ P¯ ∪ Qcw , which is itself convex, and it contains only x (on its boundary). P∗L is contained in
P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ), which is convex (by assumption), therefore P∗L is convex. Finally, P \ P∗ is convex since P∗ is
concave (see Fig. 23). We obtained the 3-split
P = P∗L ∪ L∗R ∪ (P \ P∗).
Case (e): Area(Qcw) > σ , and Area(Qcc) < σ .
Let δ = σ − Area(Qcc). Define a slice P∗ that contains P¯ as
P∗ = P¯ ∪ Qcc ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, δ) .
P∗ contains xk−1 on its boundary. In addition, Area(P∗) = Area(P¯)+ σ , therefore, P∗ is balanced. Furthermore, P∗ contains
LeftSlice ∪MidSlice ∪ RightSlice, therefore it is concave. We split P∗ into two balanced convex slices P∗L and P∗R , defining
P∗R = NeighSlice(P \ P∗, cw, A = σ) and P∗L = P∗ \ P∗R .
P∗R is convex and balanced (when xk−1 is included in it). P
∗
L is contained in the convex P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) (by
Assumption 3.8 we know that P¯ ∪ NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) is convex since Points(NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ)) = 0), thus
it is convex. We obtained the 3-split (see Fig. 24)
P = P∗L ∪ L∗R ∪ (P \ P∗).
Case (f): Area(Qcw) > σ , and Area(Qcc) > σ .
Start a polar scan of P \ P¯ around x that starts with the ray that is contained in lˆ and ends with cc(RightSlice). We claim
that a semi-dividing line will be found. To prove this we focus on the excess on the right side of the first and the last scan
rays.
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Fig. 25. Case (f) where Pˆ is convex. Thus a 3-split can immediately be obtained.
Fig. 26. (a) Case (f) where Pˆ is concave. Thus it has to be divided. (b) The final 4-split. Area(PˆR) = σ .
The region to the right of the first ray in the scan is dense. To see this, denote by Rgt(lˆ) the part of P that is to the right of
lˆ (i.e., the side that contains RightSlice), and let P∗ = Rgt(lˆ) \ Sr . According to the definition of lˆ and Sr , P∗ is balanced. The
slice to the right of the first ray in the scan is contained in P∗ since we assume that the scan starts from lˆ and that Sr ⊂ P¯ .
Furthermore, both slices contain the same point set. Therefore, the slice on the right side of the first scan ray in dense.
The slice to the right of the last scan ray of the scan is exactly Qcc . We assumed that Area(Qcc) > σ , thus the conclusion
is that a semi-dividing line sˆwill be found (see Fig. 25).
Let Rgt(sˆ) and Lft(sˆ) be the two parts of P \ P¯ formed by sˆ. Let Lft(sˆ) be the part that contains NeighSlice(P¯, cw,+xm+1).
According to the definition of a semi-dividing line, both Rgt(sˆ) and Lft(sˆ) have excess area of at most σ . This excess can be
removed by subtracting from Qcw a subslice ExcL of area Excess(Lft(sˆ)) adjacent to P¯ , and similarly, subtracting from Qcc a
subslice ExcR of area Excess(Rgt(sˆ)) adjacent to P¯ . Set Pˆ = P¯ ∪ ExcL ∪ ExcR.
Notice that Rgt(sˆ) and Lft(sˆ) are convex since the semi-dividing line passes through P¯ . Therefore, if Pˆ is convex as well
(see Fig. 25), then we obtained the 3-split
P = Pˆ ∪ (Lft(sˆ) \ ExcL) ∪ (Rgt(sˆ) \ ExcR).
If Pˆ in concave we divide it further, into
PˆR = NeighSlice(P \ Pˆ, cw, A = σ) and PˆL = Pˆ \ PˆR .
PˆR is convex and contains only the point x, thus it is balanced (when x is included in it). Therefore PˆL is balanced as well. PˆL is
convex since it is contained in the convex P¯ ∪NeighSlice(P¯, cw, A = σ) by Assumption 3.8. We obtain a 4-split (see Fig. 26)
P = PˆL ∪ PˆR ∪ (Lft(sˆ) \ ExcL) ∪ (Rgt(sˆ) \ ExcR). 
We can finally conclude that a µ-split can always be obtained for the cases (−,+,−) and (−,+,+).
Lemma 3.10. In the cases (−,+,−) and (−,+,+) a µ-split can always be obtained for µ ≤ 4.
Proof. Start with the 1-BLS pair 〈P1, X1〉. Lemma 3.9 guarantees that 〈P1, X1〉 yield aµ-split (forµ = 2, 3, 4), or, a new l-BLS
pair 〈P2, X2〉 (for l > 1) can be obtained. Notice that the lemma guarantees that P1 ⊂ P2.
We continue increasing the slice Pi by obtaining pairs 〈Pi, Xi〉, which are li-BLS for 1 = l1 < l2 < · · · < li. We cannot
increase li forever, so a µ-split is obtained eventually. 
In the cases (−,+,−) and (−,+,+), the algorithm invokes the procedures described in the proof of Lemma 3.9,
according to the same case analysis. Every time a new li-BLS pair is obtained, the process starts over. The recursive step
is over when a µ-split is obtained.
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4. The overall algorithm
4.1. The algorithm and its correctness
This section presents the algorithm summarizing the case analysis described in the previous section. The algorithm has
two main stages. Stage I tries to divide the given polygon P into two convex balanced parts by means of a dividing line.
Lemma2.6 gives a sufficient condition for the existence of a dividing line. Our algorithmchecks this condition in two separate
procedures. It first attempts to find a dividing line by a vertical scan of P . If this fails, then a hull scan is performed. Failure
in the second attempt implies that 〈P, X〉 is necessarily a compact configuration.
Stage II, which is reached in case of failure in Stage I, divides the polygon into µ balanced convex parts, 2 ≤ µ ≤ 4,
following the case analysis described in Section 3. Lemma 3.3 guarantees that such a decomposition can be obtained in this
case. The resulting smaller subregions are then further divided recursively.
4.2. Complexity analysis
In this section we analyze the complexity of the algorithms. We first discuss the complexity of some of the basic
procedures utilized by the algorithm. For further treatment of these we refer the reader to [12]. We assume that P is given
as an ordered sequence of its vertices.
Convex Hull: The complexity of finding the convex hull of a set of k points is known to be O(k log k).
Vertical/Polar scan: The set of event points in our scan procedures is the set of vertices and points. These need to be sorted.
We required the vertices of P to be sorted to begin with, so sorting all event points should take only O(n+ k log k)
(by sorting the k points and merging the two sorted sequences). The scan itself takes O(n+ k) time, thus the total
complexity is O(n+ k log k).
Hull scan: Once we computed the convex hull of X , this scan can be performed in O(n+ k) time (assuming that the convex
hull computation returns the order of the points on the convex hull).
Computing the area of a slice: This can be done using a scan of the vertices of P , in O(n) time.
Computing the function Excess in a slice: The computation of Excess requires computing the area inside the slice, as well as
counting the points inside the slice. The former can be done inO(n) and the latter inO(k), thus the total complexity
is O(n+ k).
Denote by T (n, k) the time complexity of the algorithm for a configuration 〈P, X〉when P has n vertices and X contains k
points. A single invocation of the algorithm costs O(n+ k log k). The algorithm is invoked at most k− 1 times. Note that the
number of vertices on the intermediate subregions can be larger than n. It can be observed that any polygon in the entire
decomposition contains no more than N¯ = 3k+ n vertices. Consequently we obtain
T (n, k) = O(k(N¯ + k log k)) = O(nk+ k2 log k).
Theorem 4.1. For any configuration 〈P, X〉, our algorithm constructs a locus-based convex subdivision in time O(kn+ k2 log k).
5. Extension of the algorithm to the 3-dimensional setting
5.1. Problem definition and common notation
In this section we show how to modify the algorithm obtained for the 2-dimensional setting defined in Section 1, to an
algorithm that achieves a similar goal in a 3-dimensional polyhedron. Note that the discussion focuses on three dimensions
for simplicity of interpretation of the 2-dimensional result, but the same arguments can be applied in any fixed dimension.
Note that the complexity of all procedures in the algorithm depend exponentially on the dimension, thus increasing the
dimension incurs a computational cost. Consequently, the full generalization in which the dimension of the polyhedron is
received as input is not solvable in polynomial time with the techniques discussed here.
The input to the problem is a k-configuration 〈G, X〉 consisting of a convex polyhedron Gwith n vertices and a set of k points
X = {x1, . . . , xk} in G. Let V be the entire volume of the polyhedron G, and let σ = V/k. The task is to find a subdivision of
〈G, X〉 into k 1-configurations 〈Gi, {xi}〉, namely, k equal-volume convex polyhedrons {G1, . . . ,Gk} around the k points.
Formally, for each i = 1, . . . , k,
1. the volume of Gi is exactly σ ,
2. xi ∈ Gi,
3. Gi is convex.
This problem is a natural generalization of the locus-based convex subdivision problem for convex polygons.
We start by fixing the orientation of the input configuration. We rotate the configuration to obtain a new configuration
in which no two points share the same x and y-coordinates simultaneously. Provided with such a configuration, we can say
that if all points in X were projected onto the xy plane, no two points would overlap.
We continue by redefining some of the quantities and predicates we used for the original problem. For a subsection G′
of G define Volume(G′) to be the volume of G′. The operators Points and Excess, and the predicates Dense, Sparse, Balanced
and Convex are defined as before, except the fact that we use Volume instead of Area everywhere. For example, Excesswill
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Fig. 27. The original and projected configurations.
be defined as
Excess(G′) = Volume(G′)− σ · Points(G′).
The method we will use involves projecting the configuration 〈G, X〉 onto the xy plane and perform a slightly modified
version of the original algorithm on the projected configuration. We formalize this idea by defining the following notions.
• Denote the xy plane by pi .
• For a subsection G′ of G, denote by Proj(G′) the projection of the G′ on pi .
• For a point xi ∈ X , denote by Proj(xi) the projection of xi on pi . Similarly, a projection of a subset X ′ ⊂ X on pi will be
denoted by Proj(X ′).
• For a region P ′ in pi denote by Section(P ′) the maximal section G′ of G, whose projection is contained in P ′ (i.e.,
Proj(G′) ⊂ P ′).
• The pair 〈P¯, X¯〉 = 〈Proj(G), Proj(X)〉will be called the projected configuration.
• For a given line l in pi denote by γ (l) the plane that is orthogonal to pi and intersects pi at l.
Fig. 27 describes the setting. Our approach for achieving a decomposition of G is similar to the 2-dimensional case. We
look for 2-splits and3-splits ofG, where instead of dividing lines (or splitting dividing lines)weuse planes that are orthogonal
to pi . In other words, our domain of planes, denoted by Γ , is restricted to those of the form α · x + β · y = γ . This means
that every section of G formed as a result of a µ-split is of the form Section(P ′) for some subregion P ′ of P¯ .
5.2. Redefining the scans
The 3-dimensional algorithm performs the original 2-dimensional algorithm on the projected configuration. The only
difference is that given a subregion P ′ of P¯ , the algorithm measures Volume(Section(P ′)) instead of Area(P ′). No such
modification is needed for the points, since for every P ′ ⊂ P¯ it holds that Points(P ′) = Points(Section(P ′)).
We redefine the notion of a dividing line for the 3-dimensional case.
Definition. A line l that intersects P¯ is called a dividing line if it does not go through any point of X¯ , and the two resulting
parts of P¯ , P¯1 and P¯2, satisfy Balanced(Section(P¯1)) and Balanced(Section(P¯2)). In this case we say that l is a dividing line for
〈G, X〉.
Actually, l being a dividing line implies that γ (l) is a ‘dividing plane’, breakingG into two balanced partsG1 = Section(P¯1)
and G2 = Section(P¯2). The definition of vertical scans and polar scans for the 3-dimensional setting differs in the definition
of ϕ.
3D Vertical scan: Scans the polyhedron G in the order of increasing x-coordinate. Let Left(xˆ) denote the region inside P¯ to the
left of the vertical line x = xˆ, and define the function ϕ : [xl, xr ] → R as
ϕ(x) = Excess(Section(Left(x)))
for some xl < xr .
3D Polar scan: Scans the polyhedron by rotating a plane α clockwise around a line l orthogonal to pi . The scan is defined via
its projection on pi , namely, a scan plane α is defined by its projection lα on pi (i.e., γ (lα) = α). The scan starts with a line ls
and terminates with a line le, both intersecting l. Let Top(l) denote the intersections of lwith the boundary of P¯ of the higher
y-coordinate. Define Left(l) for a scan line l in a polar scan to be the part of P that is to the left of l when standing at x and
facing Top(l). Denote by RL(ls, le) the set of scan lines in a polar scan that starts with ls and terminates with le, and define the
function ϕ : RL(ls, le)→ R as ϕ(l) = Excess(Section(Left(l))).
We are ready to givemodified versions of Lemmas 2.1, 2.3 and 3.5. The proofs to these lemmas are identical to the original
proofs, except for the fact that we use the new definitions.
Lemma 5.1. For a given polyhedron G and X = {x1, x2}, there exists a line ` in pi such that γ (`) divides G into two equal-volume
sections, with one point in each section.
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Lemma 5.2. Let X = {x1, . . . , xk} be ordered by increasing x-coordinates, and assume a dividing line does not exist for 〈G, X〉.
Then one of the following must be true:
1. The total volume G1 scanned before reaching x1 is larger than σ .
2. The total volume G2 scanned after passing xk is larger than σ .
Lemma 5.3. Let 〈S, L〉 be a clockwise polar scan around a vertex p of P¯ , which scans every point in P¯ (every point is touched by
some scan line). Let {x1, . . . , xk} be the order inwhich the points in X¯ intersect the scan lines. Denote by lθ1 and lθ2 the first scan lines
that intersect x1 and xk, respectively. Assume that both Volume(Section(Left(lθ1))) < σ and Volume(Section(Right(lθ2))) < σ .
Then a dividing line will be found in the scan.
3D Hull scan: A hull scan for the 3-dimensional setting is defined through the convex hull CH(X¯) of the projection of the set
of points X¯ . Every scan line l in the hull scan corresponds to a plane γ (l) that is touching the convex hull of X in G. Notice
that it is not true in general, that Section(CH(X¯)) is a convex hull of the set of points X in G. Nevertheless, this definition is
sufficient for the algorithm.
Recall that for a tangent or edge line l to CH(X¯) that divides P¯ into two parts, Out(l) denotes the part that contains no
points. Define the notion a compact configuration for the 3-dimensional case.
Definition. A configuration 〈G, X〉 is called compact iff Volume(Section(Out(l))) > σ for every tangent or edge line l of
CH(X¯).
Finally, we provide the appropriate versions of Lemmas 2.5 and 2.6. Again, the proofs of the new lemmas differ from the
proofs of the original ones only in the definitions.
Lemma 5.4. If Volume(Section(Out(L(α1)))) ≤ σ for some α1 ∈ [0, 2pi ], and Volume(Section(Out(L(α2)))) ≥ σ for some
α2 ∈ [0, 2pi ], then the configuration has a dividing line.
Lemma 5.5. If 〈G, X〉 is a non-compact configuration then a dividing line (and hence a 2-split) exists.
5.3. Dealing with compact configurations
The 3-dimensional algorithm performs an identical case analysis to the one performed by the 2-dimensional algorithm.
Again the algorithm concentrates on the projected configuration. We only need to define the way we measure the size of a
slice s in the projected polygon P¯ . Instead of measuring the area of s inside P¯ we measure Volume(Section(s)). In addition,
given a subregion P ′ ⊂ P the new definitions of ‘+’ and ‘−’ are
‘+’ holds for P ′ iff Volume(Section(P ′)) ≥ σ , and
‘−’ holds for P ′ iff Volume(Section(P ′)) < σ .
In the 3-dimensional algorithm the case analysis described in Section 3 is based on these new definitions.
5.4. Algorithm correctness and complexity analysis
The correctness of the 3-dimensional algorithm is derived directly from the correctness of the 2-dimensional algorithm.
The only question remaining is that of the complexity of the 3-dimensional algorithm.
The 3-dimensional algorithm includes a preprocessing stage of a rotation and a projecting the configuration 〈G, X〉
onto pi . This step takes time O(n + k). In addition, throughout the algorithm, queries of the type Points(Section(P ′)) and
Volume(Section(P ′)) for some P ′ ⊂ P¯ need to be computed. The former is easy, since the points are also projected onto
pi , thus queries of this type can be computed from the projection itself. The latter type of query needs to be computed in
the polyhedron G. The complexity of the latter computation grows with the dimension. The most straightforward way of
computing this number is to compute the vertex representation of the polyhedronSection(P ′) and then compute its volume.
Both computations are asymptotically more expensive than their 2-dimensional counterparts, but still polynomial for any
fixed dimension. Further improvements on volume computation techniques and vertex enumeration algorithms may be
possible but is beyond the scope of this work.
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